
Monkeywrenching AI
 Creative Strategies for Algorithmic 

Resistance!



AI systems unintentionally (and intentionally) 
violate human and civil rights



Monkeywrenching AI systems is direct action

● Bring attention to human rights 
issues in AI

● Expose fragility (brittleness) of AI 
to inspire more action

● Make system unusable and 
defend activists and public

● Build psychological resilience



AI sectors that need resistance

AI systems need to be trained on data before they are deployed. This gives us two major areas 
where performance art can interfere with the system: at the point of data collection and training 
the model and also in how a system is deployed in public. Here are some brief examples but 
there are hundreds of opportunities.
● Biometric tools like facial recognition, and surveillance systems (Global Index 

by Carnegie and Atlas of Surveillance for examples)
● Sentiment Analysis: companies like HireVue claim their product can tell by 

analyzing facial expressions in AI conducted interviews.
● AI use in the criminal justice system: predictive policing + scoring for 

recidivism
● Recommendation systems serving ads and propaganda.
● Often overlooked automation tools like credit scoring and resume readers that 

can be discriminatory

https://carnegieendowment.org/2019/09/17/global-expansion-of-ai-surveillance-pub-79847
https://carnegieendowment.org/2019/09/17/global-expansion-of-ai-surveillance-pub-79847
https://atlasofsurveillance.org/


1.Brainstorm
What Autonomous system would you like to direct in a new way?

List AI systems  broadly or specific ones you have encountered separately. 

5 mins of writing time will be followed with sharing what we wrote/thought about.

- Banking
- Public Transit/TTC/Routing GIS Maps
- Shopping

- Netflix/spotify
- Text generators (predictive language models) 
- Instagram Ads (based on browser history or hearing conversations)
- TikTok Algorithm with popular “challenges”
- Period/ menstruation AI
- Astrology AI
- Language
-



● Autonomous Vehicle Trap, James Bridle 
● Computer Vision Camouflage
● Data Feminism, Catherine D’Ignazio and Lauren F. Klein
● Google Maps Hack, Simon Weckert
● Feminist Data Set, Caroline Sinders
● Dataset of Missing Datasets, Mimi Onuoha
● BLM Privacy Bot, Sharon Zhou, JQ, and Krishna Patel
● FeministAI (Collective)
● https://www.memo.tv/works/
● Project Alias Instructable

2. Look at Examples of Artworks & Resources

https://jamesbridle.com/works/autonomous-trap-001
https://cvdazzle.com/
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/data-feminism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5eL_al_m7Q
https://carolinesinders.com/feminist-data-set/
http://mimionuoha.com/the-library-of-missing-datasets
http://blm.stanford.edu/
https://www.feminist.ai/
https://www.memo.tv/works/
https://www.instructables.com/Project-Alias/


3. Ideation 

Let’s pick a few of the AI systems  and  answer the following questions as a group.

AI System: Instagram/Tik Tok Rec engine
Where does information come into the AI System?

● User Behaviour: scrolling,all motion
● cookies/other browser history
●  User audio, maybe camera (new)
● Location
● Friends behavior
● Notes: What they track and sense changes, power dynamics not equal on how they track,

How can you interfere with that process?
● Vpn, different accounts, scale,
● Notes: ghost work, languages

Where do you want to take this autonomous system?
● Anarchy!
● Give users agency
● Curatorial
● Race and cultural issues

Who else can come with you?
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Let’s have a discussion on the questions above. What are some projects that can throw sand in the gears 
of an algorithmic system? 
1.  Create another language that AI can not understand

a. One collectively with others (sci fi story)
b. Twitch example, our words are judged and context changes
c. Language in China to communicate privately (and emoji language)
d. Languages that are not known

2.

4. Art performance Ideas! 



Who has AI and society specific funding for arts:
● https://futureoflife.org/
● https://knightfoundation.org/
● https://cyber.harvard.edu/ (sign up for newsletter, they publish lists of grants and calls)
● https://www.turing.ac.uk/
● https://hewlett.org/
● https://foundation.mozilla.org/
● https://aiethicsinitiative.org/
● https://luminategroup.com/
● https://www.openphilanthropy.org/
● https://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/
● https://omidyar.com/
● https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/
● https://www.volkswagenstiftung.de/en/funding
● https://www.fordfoundation.org/
● http://fij.org/apply-for-a-grant-from-fij/ (investigative visual journalism on AI)
● https://datasociety.net/
● https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/what-horizon-2020 (This is not for individual artists generally but it  

is a good hub for finding groups that received funding here to give to artists. The EU does list who receives funding 
so it requires sifting through for good fits)

https://futureoflife.org/
https://knightfoundation.org/
https://cyber.harvard.edu/
https://www.turing.ac.uk/
https://hewlett.org/
https://foundation.mozilla.org/
https://aiethicsinitiative.org/
https://luminategroup.com/
https://www.openphilanthropy.org/
https://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/
https://omidyar.com/
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/
https://www.volkswagenstiftung.de/en/funding
https://www.fordfoundation.org/
http://fij.org/apply-for-a-grant-from-fij/
https://datasociety.net/
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/what-horizon-2020


1. Get informed
2. Make art 
3. Build the resistance!
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